EarthSolver IPN

UAVs can now navigate without GPS

How would we navigate UAVs
in a world with GPS disruption?
TSG’s expertise in the science of
photogrammetry takes the advantages of
image processing to the next level. Our unique
technology - Earth Solver IPN delivers airborne
navigation capabilities in GPS-blindness situations
using Image-Processing based Navigation (IPN)

GPS Vulnerabilities must be taken into account
While GPS is essential for navigation, it has vulnerabilities. The two threats
imposed on systems using GPS are jamming and spoofing. Jamming is
interference of GPS signal that prevents it from being received. Spoofing is
causing GPS receiver to replace the true signal with the false to steer it off track.

IPN as a substitute or as
a supplement to GPS
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The situation of UAV navigation system that is denied GPS functionality can be a
serious threat for the vehicle survivability and can potentially create hazardous
situations.

Advantages:
GPS is vulnerable to jamming
and other disturbances.
Camera-based navigation
cannot that easily be
disturbed, and an INS (Inertial
Navigation System) is
impossible to jam. By
combining camera-based
navigation and INS in an
integrated navigation system,
we obtain a system that unites
the precise measurement of
high frequency motion that
the INS delivers, and the low
position drift rate that the
camera-based navigation
offers.
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What is Image
Processing based
Navigaion (IPN)?
One of the methods to cope with a denial of
GPS is Image Processing based Navigation (IPN).
Georeferencing, using Image processing, is a procedure
of resolving an aerial imagery in geographic terms. As a
result, the position and orientation of the platform can be
obtained and used for platform navigation instead of GPS
location.

EarthSolver IPN

Hardware Conﬁguration:

The UAV platform is equipped with an optical camera that captures real
time images or video of the ground surface below the UAV.

Facing down optical camera with
FOV of at least 30 degrees. The
camera can have various sensors,
such as Visible, Near IR and IR.
Also needed are: Computational
unit (with video-grabbing capability)
storage unit and a capable CPU.

The acquired imagery is being compared to geo-referencing
infrastructure, which consists of a digital map (such as Google Maps
satellite imagery) and a basic Digital Terrain Model (DTED) of the area
covered by the UAV. This capability is called Image Registration and its
outcome is a correspondence of camera viewed objects with matching
digital map objects.

Typically, the air-borne platforms
already have these components. In
this case, the IPN can be integrated
into existing system as a software
component, that performs the
following:

Mathematically wise, the process is similar to GPS position calculation,
but instead of using location data from GPS satellites the navigation
uses geographic coordinates of objects on the image.

Grab Camera Frame
Registration to geo-referencing
infrastructure (orthophoto & DTED)
Calculate camera self-position and
orientation, i.e. provide navigational
data without use of GPS.

The IPN process overcome GPS shortcomings

As a result of this process the platform’s navigation module will obtain
continuous navigational figures instead or as a supplement to the GPS
figures.
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On top of the raw navigation data,
the processing software can be
added in order to provide full INS
capabilities. The rate of IPN
depends on the computational
power available for the task and can
vary from 10Hz to 1 Hz (typically,
the rate of GPS is 1 Hz).

